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Abstract—Current research on cloud service certification is
working on techniques to continuously, i.e. automatically and
repeatedly, assess whether cloud services satisfy certification
criteria. However, traditional certifications are conducted fol-
lowing static processes which are not designed to meet the
requirements of continuous certification techniques. In this
paper, we address this gap by redesigning the traditional
certification process and adding suitable tooling to support
continuous certification of cloud services. To that end, we
analyze and generalize traditional certification processes and,
on this basis, develop a novel, executable process model to
detect ongoing changes of cloud services and adapt continuous
certification techniques accordingly. We present our prototype
which implements the process model and show how it allows us
to automatically reconfigure continuous certification techniques
according to changes observed in the target of certification as
well as to continuously report certification results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Continuous, that is, repeated and automatic checks of cer-

tification criteria are subject to research as new certifications

for cloud services are developed. However, integrating such

continuous checks in existing certification processes is not

trivial. These processes involve many tasks besides the actual

checks and need to be properly modified to sufficiently

support continuous certification techniques.

A certification process is the sequence of steps required

by a certification schema, e.g., CSA STAR [1]. If the process

is conducted successfully, then a certificate is issued, stating

compliance. A certification process consists of many tasks:

Choosing a certification schema, selecting auditors, paying

certification fees etc. Only one of these steps contains the

actual audit, i.e. mostly manual tasks conducted by profes-

sional auditors to assess whether a cloud service adheres to

the certificate’s requirements. Yet a cloud service’s attributes

may change over time and these changes are not predictable

or detectable by a customer or even by the provider [2]. Thus

auditing cloud services requires a different approach capable

of continuously detecting ongoing changes and assessing

their impact on certificates’ requirements.

Automatically reasoning about certificates’ requirements

requires collecting and evaluating evidence [3], i.e. ob-

servable information of a cloud service. Recent research

has proposed test-based [4][5][6] and monitoring-based

[7][8][9] certification techniques to continuously evaluate a

cloud service’s compliance with certificates’ requirements.

Monitoring-based certification techniques use monitoring

data as evidence collected from components involved in

service delivery during the execution of the cloud service.

Test-based certification techniques produce evidence by con-

trolling some input to the cloud service and evaluating

the output, e.g., calling a cloud service’s RESTful API

and comparing responses with expected results. However,

these novel certification techniques impose new require-

ments on the certification process which are not supported

by traditional certification processes. These requirements

include the need to automatically reconfigure continuous

certification techniques according to changes observed in

the target of certification (TOC) as well as continuously

report of certification results. Furthermore, conducting the

certification process frequently and in short intervals bears

further implications, requiring suitable tool support.
In this paper, we propose a novel certification process

model to support continuous cloud service certification. To

that end, we analyze process steps taken during eight popular

certification schemas to derive a general model representing

traditional certification processes. Based on this general

process model, we develop a novel, executable certification

process model which is capable of supporting continuous

certification techniques.
Certification processes can be understood as business

processes with specified inputs, a set of tasks and an output.

To be able to analyze and manage business processes, we

convert them into business process models, i.e. a formal

representation that can be analyzed, executed and monitored.

We create process models for certification processes using

the business process modeling language Business Process

Model and Notation (BPMN). Process models especially

help dealing with complex processes as they provide insight

and document procedures. As such we use them to redesign

processes with the purpose of optimizing them [10].
The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• A reference process model of traditional certification

processes,

• a novel, executable process model to support continu-

ous certification of cloud services, and

• exemplary application of the novel process model.

Having described the traditional process model (Section

II), we present our process model to support continuous

certification of cloud services (Section III). Thereafter, we

describe how to implement and apply our process model
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(Section IV) and evaluate the model (Section V). Finally,

we discuss related work (section VI) and conclude this paper

(Section VII).

II. TRADITIONAL CERTIFICATION PROCESS

This section describes a model representing traditional

certification processes specified by certification schemas

such as CSA Star. After having presented roles involved in

traditional certification processes (Section II-A), we describe

a reference process which we obtained by inspecting eight

current certification schemas (Section II-B).

A. Participating parties
The participating parties in the process are the Cloud

Service Provider (CSP), the certification agency (CA) and

the auditors. The CSP is the client who wants to be certified

by a CA to proof to (potential) customers that certain

standards are met. The CA mandates a team of independent

auditors to conduct the audit. For instance, the first task in

a certification process is to choose a certification schema

which is done by the CSP. Later, the auditors are chosen

by the CA and they demand reference documents from the

CSP and conduct test procedures.

B. Reference process
To obtain a general representation of how certification is

conducted as of today, we used eight different certification

schemas to derive a reference process. Note that these

certification schemas are exemplary and other schemas can

be added as required in the future to extend the reference

process model. It is a superset of all process steps taken dur-

ing the certification of the following certification schemas:

ISO 27001 [11], IT-Grundschutz [12], ISIS12 [13], ECSA

[14], DCSA [15], SAP HANA [16], EuroPrise [17] and

NIST 800-37 [18]. It is thus a general process that does

not represent one specific certification schema but can be

adapted to any of the ones it incorporates. On the one

hand, the process steps are very similar for all certification

schemas. For instance, filling out an application form and

sending it to the CA, form part of almost every included

schema. Other tasks, on the other hand, differ noticeably,

e.g., a self-assessment is only supposed to be done in the

ECSA and DCSA schemas.
The traditional certification process can be divided into the

three phases initialization, audit and certification. Figure 1

shows the phases and states that the traditional certification

process consists of. In general, it is a linear process in

which the phases initialization, audit and certification are

conducted sequentially and their respective states are entered

as soon as they are finished. The state Certified in Figure 1

includes the variable cycles which counts how many times

the state Certified has been reached. When the process is in

the state Certified1, typically after one year a surveillance

1Note that for reasons of simplicity, we omit the possibility of unsuc-
cessful certification in this paper’s presentation.

Figure 1: State diagram of the traditional certification process

audit is conducted. Consequently, the process moves to the

state Audited again and can be certified again. Furthermore,

typically after three years time, a complete Re-certification
is initialized and the process moves to the state Initialized
again such that the whole process is executed again. This

is why a surveillance audit is conducted when cycles < 3
and a re-certification is done when cycles == 3. In the

following, the three phases are explained in more detail.

1) Initialization Phase: The certification process begins

with the initialization phase where all preparations are done

in order to prepare the audit. It is initiated by the CSP who

needs to choose a certification schema first to be certified for.

Then, a self-assessment is done and a CA needs to be chosen

to conduct the certification with. Later, the CSP needs to

apply for the certification before a contract is made between

CSP and the chosen CA. The CA then chooses independent

auditors to conduct the audit. In the end of the initialization

phase, the scope of the certification, i.e. the definition of the

actual subject of the certification, is defined.

2) Audit Phase: The audit phase is the second phase and

it includes all test procedures that need to be done by the

auditors to proof that the certification criteria are fulfilled.

The auditors begin with the examination of reference doc-

uments that the CSP provides and prepare the on-premise

audit. These preparations include an inspection plan and the

definition of control samples. Then, the on-premise audit

is conducted and finally, results are reported to the CA.

The CA has the responsibility to verify that the certification

requirements have extensively been reviewed. The report is

evaluated and reworks might be demanded.

3) Certification Phase: In the certification phase, the CSP

pays the certification fees and the certificate is issued (or
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refused) by the CA. Based on the report provided by the

auditors, the CA makes a decision about the issuing of the

certificate. If the decision is positive, the certificate can be

published and is registered by the CA.

All in all, the traditional certification process is a static,

linear process that includes many manual tasks. The tradi-

tional certification process as described in this section, was

the basis for the redesign we propose in the next chapter. To

create this redesign, we created a process model of it using

BPMN 2.0. Creating a process model is advantageous for

several reasons. Firstly, it is configurable which means that

individual tasks can be modified or replaced. This was nec-

essary as we wanted to make modifications to it. Secondly,

it provides better overview of the process as a whole and is

better manageable. Thirdly, a process model can be executed

using a business process management platform (for further

details see Section IV).

Analyzing the traditional certification process, we identi-

fied several steps that need to be automated in order to satisfy

the requirements that arise when continuous certification

techniques are applied. On this basis, we developed the

continuous certification process.

III. CONTINUOUS CERTIFICATION PROCESS

This section describes the certification process model to

support continuous certification of cloud services. We begin

with describing the requirements of continuous certification

process model (Section III-A) and, on this basis, detail its

design (Section III-B). Finally, we discuss the differences

between the novel process model and the traditional certifi-

cation process model (Section III-C).

A. Requirements

When continuously assessing certification criteria, the

traditional certification process cannot be used because auto-

matic and reported checks require other automatic functions

in the process that the traditional certification process does

not provide. The impact of continuous certification tech-

niques on the certification process is twofold:

1) Changes of the TOC: Cloud services are subject to

ongoing changes which may affect operation and re-

sults of continuous certification techniques. Therefore,

changes of the TOC need to be detected in order to

adapt configurations of continuous certification tech-

niques accordingly.

2) Changes of certificates’ status: Continuous certification
techniques are applied automatically and repeatedly,

thus continuously producing results which may af-

fect the status of a cloud service’s certificates. Thus,

results of continuous certification techniques as well

as changes of certificates’ status need to be reported

continuously.

In the traditional certification process, however, neither

automatic reconfiguration of the TOC nor continuous re-

porting of certification techniques’ results are supported. For

instance, test-based certification as proposed in [4] requires

such functions as it assumes a predefined TOC. Furthermore,

its functionality is required to handle produced test results.

We propose a continuous certification process to bridge

this gap. Regarding the first requirement, a mechanism to

automatically reconfigure certification techniques according

to changes of the TOC, we introduce a new phase to the

certification process which we call scoping. It is executed

after the initialization phase and provides the audit phase

with the current scope of the TOC. Furthermore, to meet

the second requirement, a mechanism to continuously report

last results of certification techniques, we introduce a new

subprocess to the certification phase. In this subprocess,

results provided by, e.g., test-based certification techniques

are processed and the certificate is updated.

Besides these requirements, there are implications to be

considered for the certification process itself if it is con-

ducted continuously. While the traditional process is a static

process that is meant to be conducted once, the continuous

certification process is executed as follows: It starts with the

Initialization phase. This involves all preparations required

to start the continuous certification techniques, including

automatic definition of the TOC, test- and monitoring-based

techniques and continuous reporting of results. Afterwards,

the Scoping, Audit and Certification phase are executed

continuously, i.e. automatically and repeatedly.

Figure 2 shows the states and phases of the continuous

certification process model. After its start, the initialization

phase is conducted and the process moves to the state Initial-
ized. In this state the automated phases scoping, audit and

certification are conducted, moving through their respective

states sequentially. Finally, when the timer runs out, the

scoping is started again. Otherwise, it can be terminated.

The phases Initialization, Audit and Certification update are

explained in more detail hereafter.

B. Design

In the continuous certification process, we add one phase

to the traditional process model. As stated earlier, it is

necessary to execute the scoping, i.e. the definition of the

TOC, continuously. Therefore, the scoping is separated from

the initialization phase. The initialization phase is only

conducted once to prepare the following process steps.

1) Initialization Phase: The continuous certification pro-

cess begins with the initialization phase which differs from

the one in the traditional process only in one point: The

scoping is not part of it anymore but is replaced with a

new step which is to set up all systems that are necessary

for the continuous certification process, i.e. the three phases

Scoping, Audit and Certification that are executed continu-

ously. This set up can include, e.g., installing an inventory
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Figure 2: State diagram of the continuous certification process

management system and modifying the process models to

fit the desired certification schemas.

2) Scoping Phase: In this phase, the TOC is defined.

The scoping mechanism we propose works on one important

assumption which is that the CSP is running an inventory

management system (IMS). Such a system continuously

gathers information about the assets that are present in a

network. Thus, we assume that the CSP runs an IMS that

provides information about the infrastructure layout of the

provider required to define the TOC. Such information may

consists of an overview of the current network including

hardware specifications, network addresses, connected de-

vices etc. Furthermore, we assume that it is part of the

certification agreements between the CSP and the CA that

the CSP makes inventory reports generated by an IMS

available to the continuous certification process.

Figure 3 shows the BPMN process model we created

for this phase. It is initiated by a timer that triggers the

process every time a specified time interval has passed, that

is, the process execution is scheduled. However, it can also

be implemented event-driven. For this purpose, we included

a second start event in the model which is a Message Event
that can be used to start a process execution any time, e.g.,

via a call to the REST-API.

As soon as a process execution is triggered, the first task is

to check whether a new inventory report has been provided

by the CSP. In the exceptional case that no new inventory

is available, the Exclusive Gateway directs the process exe-

cution to a Mail Task that sends a notification to the CA so

further steps can be taken manually. Hereafter, an End Event
terminates the process instance. However, if a new inventory

report is available, the process continues with comparing the

file with the previous inventory to determine whether it has

changed. Depending on the agreement that CSP and CA

made, such changes can consist of newly added network

devices or changed hardware specifications. If the inventory

has changed, a new scope is computed and updated. In this

step, the inventory report is further manipulated. This is

necessary as there may be, e.g., devices in the inventory not

subject to the certification and therefore need to be excluded

from the scope. Furthermore, the definition of the scope can

be used to modify the inventory report such that it only

contains the information necessary for the monitoring-based

and test-based certification techniques. This means unneces-

sary or potentially sensitive information can be deleted while

other information is included. Finally, control samples, e.g.,

network addresses, are chosen randomly from the current

scope and are passed on to the audit phase.

3) Audit Phase: The third phase is the audit phase where

any test-based and monitoring-based certification techniques

are deployed, each of which produce results indicating

whether a cloud service complies with requirement of the

certificate. These techniques are configured according to the

selected control samples. The discussion of these certifica-

tion techniques is not in focus of this paper.

4) Certification Phase: In the certification phase, certi-

fication fees are payed and the audit results are reported.

We assume that in a continuous certification, there is not

a one-time fee anymore but they are payed, e.g., monthly.

For the reporting, different approaches are possible. We

propose a push-based approach that automatically updates

the certificate on a public platform. The reliable and secure

implementation of this reporting mechanism is important as

it can have influence on the CSP’s reputation. Consider, for

instance, technical problems occur during the audit phase

which result in false negative results, i.e. a certification

technique incorrectly indicates that the TOC is not satisfying

certificate’s requirements. Publishing such incorrect results

instantaneously may severely damage the CSP’s reputation.

Continuously reporting certification results thus requires

not only to report a valid or invalid certificate but also

– as Anisetti et al. [5] propose – to allow for degrees of

validity and to include an exceptional case if results of the

continuous certification techniques appear to be erroneous.

C. Comparison

In this section, we compare the traditional and continuous

certification process models based on the properties content,
size and complexity.

1) Initialization Phase: In the initialization phase, only

the last task of the traditional process has changed to model

the continuous certification process. It does not contain the

definition of the scope anymore since this task is excluded

from the initialization phase. In turn, the scope becomes a

novel, second phase of the continuous certification process

while the last step of the initialization phase of the con-

tinuous process model consists of setting up and initialize
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Figure 3: BPMN model of the scoping phase of the continuous certification process

further steps required during the continuous certification.

2) Audit Phase: The audit phase of the continuous

process model now contains the continuous certification

techniques instead of a one-time on-premise audit. Also, in

the continuous process model, defining control samples is

not part of the audit phase anymore. It is instead moved to

the scoping because this step rather belongs to the definition

of the scope than to the actual audit methods.

3) Certification Phase: The certification phase is sig-

nificantly different as well. In this model, decisions about

the certificate’s state are made automatically. The continu-

ous reporting updates the certificate immediately after the

continuous certification techniques provided new results.

Furthermore, the payment of certification fees needs to be

changed in a continuous environment.

In general, the continuous process is more coherent than

the traditional one as less coordination between the par-

ticipants is needed. This conclusion can be derived when

comparing the BPMN process models of the traditional and

the continuous certification processes2: Both use so called

Message Events whenever communication between the par-

ticipants is needed, for instance, when the auditors send their

report to the CA. Message Events trigger their following pro-
cess step as soon as a pre-defined message is received via the

REST-API. In contrast to the continuous process model, the

traditional process model comprises many small processes

that interact via Message Events. In total, the traditional

model contains 20 Message Events whereas the continu-

ous one only contains 10 Message Events. Consequently,
in the continuous model, less communication is needed.

While Message Events do not necessarily represent a need

for human communication, a smaller amount nevertheless

indicates less interacttion and therefore less complexity.

The continuous process model is, however, more modular.

While the traditional process is one coherent process model,

the continuous one consists of four independent submodels

that fulfill different goals, e.g., scoping and reporting. The

2Due to space limitations, presentation of the complete BPMN process
models is omitted in this paper.

continuous process model uses Message Events primarily to

control the execution of these individual submodels.

Lastly, a comparison between the two process models

on the basis of other metrics, e.g., controllability, is not

appropriate because they are designed for different purposes.

The continuous certification process model is supposed to

guide a largely automated certification process whereas the

traditional model’s primary purpose is to provide a formal

representation of the reference process which serves as the

basis to develop the continuous process model.

IV. APPLICATION

In this section we describe how the proposed certification

process can be applied. After having specified our setup

and environment (Section IV-A), we show how the process

model can be executed (Section IV-B). Then we describe an

exemplary scenario (Section IV-C) and finally discuss how

our approach can be applied to allow for incremental transi-

tion from traditional certification to continuous certification

(Section IV-D).

A. Setup and Environment

To implement and execute the proposed process model

for continuous certification, we used the business process

management platform Activiti3. It is an open source BPMN

2.0 process engine framework that provides an environment

for running business and technical processes. It consists of

several components which include the BPMN 2.0 Modeler

that is available as a plug-in for the Eclipse IDE. We

used this component to create the process models. Also,

it includes the Activiti Engine which is the core workflow

processor and the Activiti Explorer which is a web appli-

cation that can be used to monitor the process executions.

For instance, it can be used to observe which task is being

executed and to manage and analyze data about current and

finished process instances. Furthermore, it provides native

support for the Spring Boot4 framework which we used

as well. As described earlier, the scoping phase of our

3http://activiti.org/
4https://projects.spring.io/spring-boot/
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process model requires an inventory report provided by an

IMS. To that end, we used the OCS Inventory NG5 which,

among others, creates an overview of devices in a company’s

network and exports this report as a CSV file.

B. Process execution

Executing a process model with Activiti means that every

activity in the model is executed in the designated sequence

as defined by BPMN 2.0. In Activiti, tasks can be assigned

to humans but they also can be assigned to a program code.

Considering the submodels we propose for the scoping,

audit and certification phase of the continuous certification

process model, almost all tasks are so called Script Tasks
that call Java methods. This way, these three phases work

fully automatically.

The execution of the scoping phase is scheduled by a

Timer Event that triggers the execution in our implementa-

tion on a daily basis. However, its execution can also be

triggered manually. The End Event of the scoping phase is

configured to trigger the execution of the audit phase. The

End Event of the audit phase in turn triggers the execution of

the certification phase. This way, each phase is executed as

soon as the previous one is completed. That way, each phase

uses the latest information. For instance, the audit phase is

executed with the latest scope and the certification phase

is executed with the latest test-based and monitoring-based

certification results.

Moreover, it is also possible to schedule the execution of

all three phases individually. This can be desirable because

the scoping phase might not finish as intended if, e.g., the in-

ventory report cannot be processed. In this case, if triggered

strictly sequential, then the audit and certification phase

would not be executed at all. However, if the executions of

all three phases are scheduled individually, it is necessary to

verify in the beginning of each phase that data to be used,

e.g., the scope or the test report, is up to date.

C. Exemplary scenario

To illustrate how the proposed system works in a real

scenario, consider the following use case: The underlying

standard of a certain certificate demands that a service is

available at all times, e.g., IVS-04 of the Cloud Control Ma-

trix (CCM) [19] upon which the CSA certificate is based [1].

The auditors want to apply test-based certification techniques

to evaluate the availability of the cloud service. Following

the continuous certification process, in the initialization

phase respective systems are installed and configured. Then,

in the scoping phase, the information from the IMS is used

to determine which components of the inventory are used

to deliver the cloud service and thus should be considered

when assessing the availability of the service. The scope

is computed accordingly and control samples are selected.

5http://www.ocsinventory-ng.org

These samples are passed on to the audit phase where test-

based techniques’ configurations are adapted accordingly.

The certification techniques produce results which are in

turn used to generate a report which is passed on to the

certification phase. Here, the certification techniques’ results

are evaluated and the evaluation is published on a public

platform.

D. From traditional to continuous certification

The continuous certification process model and its sub-

models are made with the purpose of supporting a con-

tinuous certification of cloud services. However, it is also

possible to use the traditional process model to guide a

traditional certification, making the traditional process partly

executable. This way, the model of the traditional process

can support auditors and other participants in the traditional

process. This makes the traditional process execution trans-

parent and controllable. The process model can be deployed

and made accessible to the participants as soon as the

certification is initiated. If there is a detailed model for

the specific certification schema that is being followed, the

auditors can use it to, e.g., show that certain milestones have

been achieved and can share important documents to proof

to the CSP and the CA that the audit is conducted correctly.

This approach paves the way to transition from the

traditional to the continuous process step by step. Besides

the traditional process and the continuous one, there are

several intermediate levels of process automation that can

be achieved incrementally. One step would be to conduct

the certification using a model-based approach where the

traditional certification is conducted following the BPMN

model. In this case, auditors may provide important docu-

mentation to all certification process’ stakeholders through

the executable process model.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our process model for con-

tinuous certification present in Section III. To that end,

we draw on the requirements Configurability, Abstraction,
Robustness as well as Automation and Controllability which

were introduced in Section III-A.

A. Configurability

In general, BPMN models are configurable as they can be

modified, e.g., via the Activiti Modeler or Designer plug-

in for Eclipse simply by dragging, adding and deleting the

shapes and connecting them with the sequence flow arrows.

This is done without having to configure the model any

further. Also, the models in Activiti are defined as XML

files. As such, a configuration can also be edited by other

applications, e.g., using text editor macros.

The configurability is not only important for the adapt-

ability of the process model to certain certification schemas.

It is also important to facilitate the implementation of new
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activities into the process or to modify existing ones. This

was necessary when implementing the proposed changes

of the traditional certification model to support continuous

certification.

B. Abstraction

The models for the different phases present different

degrees of abstraction. Since the initialization phase is not

changed, except that the scoping is replaced, the degree of

abstraction for this phase is not changed either. As such,

it does not differ from the traditional process model which

does provide a suitable degree of abstraction as it consists

of all tasks from the selected certification schemas (see

Section II-B) and as such is adaptable to any of them but

still presents very specific steps to answer relevant questions

about the process.

The automated scoping is a rather specific model and

hence has a low degree of abstraction. This is the case

because it is created as a specific implementation that uses

inventory reports of IMS such as OCS Inventory NG.

The reporting of continuous certification techniques’ re-

sults presents a rather high degree of abstraction as it does

not specify how monitoring-based or test-based certification

results are updated. That way, our certification subprocess

can support results of any continuous certification technique.

C. Robustness

Robustness is an important quality of a business process

model because it means that exceptions and unexpected

behavior can be dealt with. Consequently, the need to

monitor its execution is reduced.

For the proposed model two types of robustness can be

distinguished. Firstly, robustness against unexpected behav-

ior in the process logic. This means that conditions that are

assumed to be fulfilled, are not. This can be the case if, for

example, there is no new inventory report available in the

scoping subprocess. In this case the process cannot continue

as no new scope can be computed for the successive audit

phase. At several points, the model deals with unexpected

events like these by forking the sequence flow to a task that

sends a notification to an auditor or the CA before ending the

process instance. This way, a responsible person is informed

about the problem without having to monitor the process

execution. Secondly, there are technical errors that can occur

in the Java code that is called by the process tasks or in

the Activiti Java code. If, for example, a process variable

is written to the database but it does not implement the

Serializable interface, a rollback will happen in the database

which can make important process results invalid. Thus,

these errors depend on how the code is implemented.

Other scenarios are possible in which errors can hinder the

process execution. For instance, if a new inventory report is

provided but it is not readable. In this case, the Java method

would throw an error and the process instance would end.

Another scenario is that the inventory report is readable

but does not contain any entries or very few. If this is

not considered in the code, it could happen that an empty

inventory report is accepted and the audit returns a positive

result although no component or only very few were subject

to the continuous certification techniques. Similar scenarios

have to be taken into account when considering computation

of scope and the continuous reporting of certification results.

D. Automation and Controllability

Furthermore, it is defined that the models should provide a

high degree of automation but should still keep the possibil-

ity to control the process manually. These two requirements

are in conflict with each other as human interaction always

hinders the automatic execution of the process. In the

proposed model, controllability is achieved by modularity,

i.e. the separation of the process steps scoping, monitoring

and reporting. These individual models can all be initiated

manually using commands to the REST-API. In addition,

also the certificate’s public status can be changed manually

via such commands. Still, the model presents a business pro-

cess that works fully automated under certain assumptions,

e.g., that an IMS is used, proposing a suitable solution for

the conflicting requirements automation and controllability.

VI. RELATED WORK

Cimato et al. first introduce the notion of cloud service

certification [3], including initial remarks on how to design

the process of cloud service certification. Anisetti et al.

[4][5] introduce a test-based certification scheme for cloud

service. Krotsiani et al. explore monitoring-based certifica-

tion techniques [8][20]. Katopodis et al. [21] advocate for

hybrid certification techniques combining testing-based and

monitoring-based evidence since monitoring or testing alone

can only cover parts of a cloud service’s behavior. Yet, none

of the above approaches address the challenge of adapting

the traditional certification process to support continuous

certification techniques, let alone providing a solution.

When executing a continuous certification process,

monitoring-based and test-based certification results have to

be published continuously. For this purpose, [22] include a

Certificate Generator in their certification framework which

stores a certificate in a special database with restricted

access. This approach, however, is different from the one

proposed here since our reporting mechanism does not

include any access restrictions to the final test result.

[23] propose a certification process which consists of

the four phases Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute which are,

similar to our continuous certification process, executed

sequentially and automatically. However, this process also

assumes a given TOC. Furthermore, instead of a reporting

of certification results, it includes a functionality to maintain

the certificate’s validity by adapting to misconfigurations of

the TOC.
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In general, existing works follow a rather integrative

approach which does not separate the scoping and reporting

from the assessment of certification criteria. A separation,

however, is done in this work because it enables controlling

and monitoring of the process.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a process model to support

continuous certification of cloud services. We started out

with modeling a reference process based on traditional

certification schemes and redesigned several steps of that

traditional process to support automatic reconfiguration of

test-based and monitoring-based certification techniques as

well as to continuously report certification results.

As part of future work, we will investigate how to handle

process violations, e.g. unavailable or incorrect inventory

reports. Furthermore, there are several security issues that

require attention, e.g., how to brace against attacks aiming

at disrupting process execution. The latter is particularly

challenging when our proposed process model is deployed

in a distributed setting where process components are run

by different participating parties like the CSP and the CA.
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